
Global Right Path Policy 
By Irshad Mahmood - Director, Global Right Path 

Mission to Build Whole New World (Heavenly Earth) without any discrimination 
We ALL are children of Adam and Eve and we ALL are Cousin Brothers & Sisters 

 
We are living in the fast moving information age and facing many CHALLENGES from all around the Globe 
including Man Mad Disasters. Keeping in mind the cultural and religious backgrounds of people, we need to 
present exclusive kinds of literatures to Reform Global Family and Build Heavenly Earth along with friendly 
dialogue and availability on internet for FREE, are required to fulfill the main objectives of DEEN-E-IBRAHIM to 
serve humanity. 
 
Now, it is time to re-think on each and every issue on case by case method. Please do not restrict your thinking 
towards your own family, culture or society etc. only, BUT also include Global World to build Whole New World 
(Heavenly Earth) without any discrimination. 
 
Advice from one of the past scholars is very interesting and heart touching as below: 

1> Join those teams in which good scholars are teaching to get success in this life as well as on the 
Day-of-Judgment. 

2> If you don’t find any such team in which good scholars are teaching, then find a good friend who 
can spiritually help you to succeed in this life as well as in the hereafter. 

3> If you could not find any of the above cases, then join opposition, who will sure bug you, to point 
five fingers on you, BUT your action should be like test (analyze) yourself, if there is real issue, then 
correct yourself, otherwise just ignore it and move forward. 

 
In simple terms: 

LISTEN TO ALL BUT FOLLOW THE TRUTH 
NEVER STOP LISTENING, LEARNING AND THINKING 
NO CLOSE DOOR MEETINGS & NO HIDDEN SECRET AGENDA 

 
In Global-Right-Path forum all Faiths are welcome and we invite all our Global Brothers/Sisters of our Global 
Family to join this noble mission and present their views to save humanity, without any discrimination. Please, 
respect others and be patience and be tolerant to raise any questions or concerns or want to provide any 
answer of the questions or concerns raised. Courtesy & mutual respect is a prerequisite. To avoid overloading 
our audience, we will try to restrict around 25 email postings per day, BUT around 1 email posting, from each 
member per day, with few exceptions.  
 
Please submit those articles which can benefit our members and increase their knowledge. Please make sure 
that NO copyright materials are used without any prior permission and other members are not unduly offended 
or caused any undue discomfort or pain. 
 
If you have questions or concerns, my humble request is to AVOID replying back into our group instead reply to 
original senders only by excluding our group email from the loop unless you feel it is worth of sharing, since it 
is becoming hard to moderate hundreds of emails for me alone and many of us will not like to fill their inbox. 
Also, please be tolerant and respect each other to raise that directly to the presenters outside the group. 
 
Be the part of Spiritual Doctors on Treating Spiritual Patients that is one of the reasons why I approve some 
unwanted emails, so that some of you can be part of this great team and replying them with humble and with 
clear references. 
 
Please respect the blessed month of Ramadaan and restrict your articles which are directly related to 
Ramadaan. Also please give others more time to do more worship during the blessed month of Ramadaan than 
raising your questions or concerns which are not related to Ramadaan. Yes, there will be few exceptions due to 
change in situation around the Globe (Global Instability). 
 
Why Waiting for Saviors for Thousands of Years When Humanity is Dying Now? 
Let us join together to come to the Common Points FIRST, Keeping in mind there is NO Compulsion in Religion. 
 
Micro Manifesto / Agenda / Plan of Global Right Path are in “Global Anthem - Change Our World”. Listen it Share 
& Share with others and spread this message around the Globe to Build Heavenly Earth without any 
discrimination. 
http://youtu.be/iGLviBqk6W8 
 
Spiritual Doctors are Treating Spiritual Patients, so please be Patience. 
Please join this great noble mission and invite others as well. All Faiths are welcome. 
 

http://global-right-path.webs.com     http://global-right-path.blogspot.com     http://www.global-right-path.com 
Please Email to global-right-path+subscribe@googlegroups.com to subscribe 
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